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I 
always seem to be at the small end of any bell curve ever plotted. 
All of my important interests and defining characteristics are far 
from the norm. So I real!Y enjoy finding something that brings 

together two or more of them. This is the first reason that "Hea\)' SIM: 
Fat Brats Speak Out" by Christine is my favorite essay in Some Women. 

Reading an essay by another fat lesbian, who is proud of who she is, 
was affirming. I recognized myself in a lot of what she had to say. 
I. too, have strugged with fatphobia, both within myself and in sociery.
As a fat woman, I am bombarded dai!Y with the message that it is not
OK to be what I am, and it took me a long time to realize that it was
that message, not my body, that is real!Y not OK.

In the short time that I have been in the SIM scene, I have observed, 
like Christine. an unusual acceptance of fat women. As Christine says. 
I find myself appreciated for what I like to do, not just what I look like. 
In fact, I hadn't even thought about it much until I read her article. 
Now, as I do think about it. it seems fitting. Coming out into the SIM 
scene was. for me. an act of accepting and acknowledging an important 
and valuable part of myself, a part that had been deep!_y hidden because 
sociery had taught me that it was unacceptable and bad. Now. as I exult 
in my new freedom to be myself, to receive and enjoy the sensations 
I crave. it is appropriate that my fat body is the vehicle for these 
sensations and is accepted. Sociery condemns both SIM and fat. 
It gives me particular pleasure to reflect on the fact that it is through 
this fat body that I experience the exQuisite pain/pleasure of SIM. 

When I'm in a scene, I don't worry about what I look like. I'm focused 
on what I'm feeling, and on what my top is doing and demanding of me. 
If anyone watching doesn't like my body because it is fat. that is her 
problem; it doesn't trouble me. 

The situation is. of course, not perfect!Y idyllic. I still encounter 
internalized fatphobia in other women. and I'm not complete!_y free of it 
yet myself. But when I look around at a play parry or S&Mazons 
meeting and see other fat women enjoying themselves and their bodies. 
it feels very good. At the Philadelphia Leather contest. I watched as a 
fat woman won the title. I felt proud of the communiry I had recent!_y 
become a part of. She had been my favorite as I watched the contest. 
and it was gratifying to see that the winner was not selected based on 
the larger sociery's standards of beaury. In closing. I want to echo 
Christine's plea, "will fat ever be a simple descriptive word?" I am a fat 
SIM dyke, and I like being what I am. � 

We're celebrating our 5th anniversary 
with a line of luscious larger size fashions! 
Check out our newly remodeled store too-
more space, more fun and more sizes! 
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